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Risk Terms

Risk = function of probability of consequence

Consequence = function of vulnerability and 
exposure to hazard event



Vancouver Shake Scenario:
Wadifa strong earthquake hit Metro Vancouver today?



Hazard Threat - Earthquake Ground Shaking 

Magnitude, event, probability of occurrence: 3% in 50 years. 
Ground motions used, probability of exceedance: 0.5% in 50 years.    Reference 
NEHRP soil type “C”

Kendall Fault Zone Event

Green Alert



Hazard Threat - Earthquake Ground Shaking 

Magnitude probability of occurrence: 10% in 50 years. 
Ground motions used, probability of exceedance: 1.6% ~ 2% in 50 years.  
Reference NEHRP soil type “C”

Cascadia Subduction Zone Event

Yellow Alert



Hazard Threat - Earthquake Ground Shaking 

Georgia Strait Fault Zone Event

Probabilities are unknown for this scenario.  NEHRP soil type “C”

Red Alert



Shake Scenarios
Fraser Valley

Green Alert
Cascadia

Yellow Alert



Characterizing the Risk Environment



HAZUS is a powerful software for analyzing potential losses 
from earthquake, hurricane wind, flood, storm surge, 
tsunami. HAZUS combines current scientific and engineering 
knowledge with the latest geographic information systems 
(GIS) technology to produce estimates of hazard-related 
damage and loss before or after a disaster occurs.

Hazus is FEMA’s 
Program, methodology 
and software for  
estimating potential 
losses from natural 
hazard events

HAZUS - 
standardized method for 
natural hazard risk assessment



Model Inputs Model Outputs as Indicators

Risk Scenario

HAZUS: How does it work?



...an integrated suite of methods & tools

Quantitative Methods of  Risk Assessment

IndicatorsAnalytic Models

Risk Scenario

Mitigation 
Alternatives

Available 
Information

Establishing capability to assess 
natural hazard risk in Canada
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Testing & validation studies in Canada
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District of North Vancouver

District of Squamish 
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Metro Vancouver



Physical Damage & Loss

Three slides were shown with Hazus run results for 
metro Vancouver for the Georgia Strait seismic scenario.
They were removed from this version because the results 
were preliminary. The base map here provides a sense 
of the distribution of the magnitude of the model building 
losses from the model earthquake. The map divisions are 
standard Canadian census tracts. Census boundaries 
are used because Hazus computes estimates of human 
losses from model events.
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